In this work, a new type of flash memory-based memristor, named programmable linear random-access memory (PLRAM), is presented to store analog synaptic weights in a single Flash memory cell. With a linearity-aware design, an application of speech recognition is presented, with recognition accuracy higher than 90%. 

Scalable six-transistor/two analog-weighted PCM resistor (6T2R) cell array integrating with fully-parallelized asynchronous stochastic leaky integrated-and-fire (LIF) neuron circuit demonstrated ultra low-power (8.95 pJ per synaptic operation) on-chip training and inference capabilities of restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) using MNIST hand-written digit database.

This paper presents, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first complete integration of a Spiking Neural Network, combining analog spiking neurons and RRAM-based synapses. The test chip, fabricated in 130nm CMOS, shows well-controlled integration of synaptic currents and a high RRAM endurance to inference tasks (750M spikes sent).

Deep neural networks have been successfully mapped on an RRAM-based tiled in-memory computing (IMC) architecture. Effects of array size and quantized partial products (PPs) due to ADC precision constraints were analyzed. Methods were developed to solve these challenges and preserve DNN accuracies and IMC performance gains in the tiled architecture.
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For the first time, this paper develops a novel stochastic computing method by utilizing the inherent random noises of analog RRAM. The RRAM device can realize the function of sampling from a tunable probabilistic distribution required by BayNN. And this is the first demonstration work for BayNN with emerging devices.
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We demonstrate an analog neuro-optimization hardware, which supports various annealing techniques, using a crossbar circuit with 4096 passively-integrated analog-grade memristors. The hardware operation is successfully tested by experimentally solving weighted graph partitioning, maximum clique, vertex cover, and independent set problems, and observing good agreement with simulation results.
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A novel True Random Number Generator (TRNG) based on analog RRAM is developed. The highest single-cell throughput >1 Mbit/sec is achieved among RRAM-based TRNGs with minimal circuit overhead. The TRNG performance shows excellent temperature stability, and the RRAM endurance issue is greatly relieved to meet the requirement for IoT application.